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Abstract  
 

In an effort to streamline and improve the updating process for any state’s forest action 

plan, this document will first address a forest action plan’s purpose and political history, proving 

their merit through discussion of current and emerging forest health issues. The specific updating 

process of the 2015 Colorado Forest Action Plan will act as the main case study, with other state 

forest action plans used as examples in a lesser capacity throughout. An analyses and comparison 

of original forest action plans from Nebraska, Kansas, Alaska and Maine will be reviewed in 

terms of content and design, with specific focus on a comparison with Colorado’s document. 

Discussion of survey research of experts and stakeholders done by the Colorado State Forest 

Service will provide evidence-based suggestions with regards to content, design, spatial data and 

future improvements. Final arguments for why implementing all or portions of the suggested 

improvements will benefit your state will conclude this paper.  
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Forest Action Plan Purpose 

Forest action plans are science-based reports to assist state forestry agencies and their 

partners in identifying and prioritizing forested lands with the greatest need and opportunity for 

management and to develop long-term strategies to address those areas.  These plans are created 

by states as mandated by the amendments made to the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act of 

the 2008 Farm Bill (CSFSa 2010). Plans were to be completed by June 2010, with a review at the 

five-year point and an update occurring at least every decade (Leurck and Eckhoff 2015). They 

are key to the success of the State and Private Forestry (S&PF) Redesign Initiative, launched in 

2008, in response to increasing pressure and decreasing health of our nation’s forests and the 

services they provide (CSFSa 2010).  

Forest action plans are organized around three national themes set forth by the S&PF: 

conserve working forest landscapes, protect forests from harm, enhance public benefits from 

trees and forests. These themes are explored by each state through heavy spatial analysis in order 

to identify priority landscapes, or areas where good management would have the most significant 

impact. In the face of increasing forest health concerns and decreasing resources and funds, 

landowners, managers, policy makers and stakeholders are encouraged to use their state’s forest 

action plan as a guide to understand and overcome issues facing our nation’s forests. At the state 

level, these forest action plans will be used to target program delivery and management. At a 

national level, this analysis and planning will communicate state forest issues and results on a 

national scale to partners in Congress and other federal agencies (State and Private Forestry 

Redesign 2015).  
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Forest Health Issues/Trends  

Forested lands across the United States are experiencing increasing challenges to 

ecosystem health, exacerbated by budgetary and man-power limitations. Rise in insect, disease 

and invasive species, drought patterns, wildfire risk and intensity, tree mortality, climate change 

related disturbances and fragmentation and development of forests are just a few of the issues 

managers are dealing with today (Potter and Conkling 2015).  As this document specifically 

addresses the updating process for Colorado, it is also important to note the forest health issues 

and trends specific to the state: a limited timber industry, insect and disease epidemics and 

fragmented forests increasing concern of wildfire threat in the wildland urban interface. 

 

Farm Bill Requirement & State and Private Forestry Redesign 
Components 

 Within State and Private Forestry (S&PF), a new approach of “redesign” was conceived 

in 2007 with the goal of “improving the ability to identify the greatest threats to forest and 

sustainability and accomplish meaningful change in high priority areas (State and Private 

Forestry Redesign 2015).” State forest action plans are an important component of the S&PF 

Redesign and required as an amendment to the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act (CFAA), as 

enacted in the 2008 Farm Bill (CSFSa 2010). Additionally, the CFAA amendment, set three 

national themes in place as national forest priorities (State and Private Forestry Redesign 2015). 

The S&PF organization of the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) provide forest landowners with 

technical, educational and financial support to produce ecologically, socially and economically 

beneficial forests (State and Private Forestry Redesign 2015). In order to receive funds under 

CFAA, each state is required to complete a State Assessment and Resource Strategy, complying 
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with all requirements set forth by the S&PF, within two years of the enactment of the 2008 Farm 

Bill (CSFSa 2010). In addition to this, a five-year review and subsequent ten-year updates are 

required. As many state action plans were published in June 2010, the five-year review is 

required for many states by 2015 and the ten-year updates before 2020 (Karels and Hubbard 

2015).  

 

Original Requirements, Five-year Review and Ten-year Updates 

Individual state assessments and resource strategies are required by law to prioritize 

landscapes when leveraging state capacity and limited federal funding. Priority landscapes will 

be identified, described and spatially defined where management and limited funds will be 

coordinated and targeted to produce the greatest benefit. The S&PF laid out the original specific 

minimum requirements for a successful state assessment and strategy, and has updated those 

requirements for the five-year review. An initial national guidance document was given to states 

to aid in the development of their assessment and resource strategies.  At a base level, the 

assessment and planning documents, as required by the S&PF Board, must contain the following 

three components, which can be contained in one or multiple documents:   

 

Statewide Assessments of Forest Resources -- “provide an analysis of forest conditions 

and trends in the state and delineates priority rural and urban forest landscape areas.”     

Statewide Forest Resource Strategies -- “provide long-term strategies for investing 

state, federal and other resources to manage priority landscapes identified in the 

assessment, focusing where federal investment can most effectively stimulate or leverage 

desired action and engage multiple partners.” 
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Annual Report on Use of Funds -- “describes how S&PF funds were used to address 

the assessment and strategy, including the leveraging of funding and resources through 

partnership, for any given fiscal year.”  

  

A state forest action plan will contain the first two components, an assessment of forest 

resources and a forest resource strategy. The forest resource assessment should include an 

analysis of forest-related threats, trends, conditions and opportunities, specific to a given state 

(State and Private Forestry Redesign Board 2008). As outlined in the initial national guidance 

document, a state forest resource assessment should:   

 Provide an analysis of present and future forest conditions, trends, and threats on all 

ownerships in the state using publicly available information   

 Identify forest related threats, benefits, and services consistent with the S&PF Redesign 

national themes   

 Delineate priority rural and urban forest landscape areas to be addressed by the state 

resource strategy. States can also identify linkages between terrestrial and aquatic habitat, 

as appropriate   

 Work with neighboring States and governments to identify any multi-state areas that are a 

regional priority   

 Incorporate existing statewide plans including Wildlife Action Plans, Community 

Wildfire Protection Plans, and address existing S&PF program planning requirements  

 States can also utilize relevant national and regional assessments as appropriate 

 

 

A state’s forest resource strategy should provide a long-term, comprehensive plan for 

investing state, federal and partner resources to address and manage the priority landscapes 

outlined in the resource assessment (State and Private Forestry Redesign Board 2008). Both 

components must be centered on the three national themes, as required by the CFAA 

amendment. At a minimum, a state forest resource strategy should: 

 Outline long-term strategies for addressing priority landscapes identified in the state 

forest resource assessment and the following national themes and associated management 

objectives: 
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o Conserve Working Forest Lands: conserving and managing working forest 

landscapes for multiple values and uses 

 Identify and conserve high priority forest ecosystems and landscapes   

 Actively and sustainably manage forests 

o Protect Forests From Harm: protect forests from threats, including catastrophic 

storms, flooding, insect or disease outbreak, and invasive species   

 Restore fire-adapted lands and reduce risk of wildfire impacts  

 Identify, manage and reduce threats to forest and ecosystem health 

o Enhance Public Benefits from Trees and Forests: including air and water 

quality, soil conservation, biological diversity, carbon storage, and forest 

products, forestry-related jobs, production of renewable energy, and wildlife 

 Protect and enhance water quality and quantity 

 Improve air quality and conserve energy 

 Assist communities in planning for and reducing wildfire risks 

 Maintain and enhance the economic benefits and values of trees and 

forests 

 Protect, conserve, and enhance wildlife and fish habitat 

 Connect people to trees and forests, and engage them in environmental 

stewardship activities 

 Manage and restore trees and forests to mitigate and adapt to global 

climate change 

 Describe how the state proposes to invest federal funding, along with other resources, to 

address state, regional, and national forest management priorities 

 Include a long-term timeline for project and program implementation 

 Identify partner and stakeholder involvement 

 Identify strategies for monitoring outcomes within priority forest landscape areas and 

how action will be revised when needed 

 Describe how the state’s proposed activities will accomplish national State and Private 

Forestry program objectives and respond to specified performance measures and 

indicators 

 Describe how State and Private Forestry programs will be used to address priority 

landscape and management objectives 

 Incorporate existing statewide plans including Wildlife Action Plans, community wildfire 

protection plans, and address existing S&PF program planning requirements 

 

 

For the five-year review process, each state is expected to review the status of their forest 

action plan (changes not required) and “check in” with the appropriate USFS regional staff. This 

review should be internally focused and only briefly documented. It is important to note that 

USFS “approval”  is not required for the five-year review process (Karels and Hubbard 2015). 
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Specific recommendations were outlined by the S&PF Redesign Board, including the National 

Priorities section (Karels and Hubbard 2015): 

 Provide a brief summary (list) of implementation highlights from the past five years, 

listed by or crosswalked to the 3 national priorities or 11 objectives 

 Provide a brief summary of implementation challenges discovered over the past five 

years 

 Identify the implementation focus for the next five years  Identify data needs or new 

issues revealed since the FAP was completed (to inform future updates)  

 Conduct informal “check-in” with stakeholders regarding plan implementation 

(appropriate format determined by state) 

 

As approved during the September 2014 National Association of State Foresters annual 

meeting, all five-year reviews are required to contain a new “National Priorities” section, due by 

November 20, 2015 (Karels and Hubbard 2015). This section was to be made up of three sub-

sections: Conserve and manage working forest landscapes for multiple values and uses, protect 

forests from threats and enhance public benefits from trees and forests (Karels and Hubbard 

2015). Each state must identify and describe success stories contributing to these three sub-

sections, using a text-only narrative or a version that includes photos, graphics or numeric 

measures (Karels and Hubbard 2015).  This section could be incorporated into the original forest 

action plan or submitted separately.  

 The ten-year updates to the state action plans are to be completed before the 10 year anniversary 

of a state’s initial document publishing date, although minor changes and even full revisions can be made 

at any point. Full revisions will need review and approval by the USFS and are considered to be changes 

made to priority areas, rewrites of entire sections or the addition of new threats or strategies (Karels and 

Hubbard 2015). Minor changes need no approval, but are subject to review and are considered to be 

small grammatical revisions or clarification of existing threats or strategies (Karels and Hubbard 2015). 

A full checklist of requirements for both the original assessments and strategies, as well as the five-year review and 

ten-year updates can be found in Appendix A.  
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Analysis of Original State Forest Action Plans 

 Most of the original state forest action plans are heavy with spatial data and text, 

including Colorado’s. As these documents were created between 2008 and 2010, by the five-year 

review date, many of them look to be outdated in terms of both content and design. To get a 

broad perspective of what other states put forth, this paper will briefly review the assessment and 

strategies of Nebraska, Kansas, Alaska and Maine. A more in-depth analysis of the Colorado 

Forest Action Plan will come after this discussion of other state’s assessment and strategy plans. 

These states were chosen primarily because of their specific content and design components that 

were thought to give a good sense of state forest action plans as a whole and secondarily on a 

basis of availability. The following analyses will include a discussion of content and design 

leading to a conclusion of suggestions and identification of opportunities to improve. These 

suggestions should be considered by state foresters developing their reviews or updates.    

The Nebraska Statewide Forest Resource Assessment and Strategy is one 147-page 

document. With a more modern cover design than most, inside the cover is a simple, report-like 

design with a largely monochromatic color scheme. Heavy blocks of text and limited use of 

bullet points or breakout boxes make this somewhat of a daunting read, difficult to navigate. 

Tables are easy to read and make obvious the data layers, gaps, desired outcomes and research 

needs of a given section, but do lack a modern design and color scheme. The colored-text is 

mostly well-used, directing the eye to headings and other important information. The overly-used 

spatial data is placed sporadically on blank pages, with little description. A document of this size 

will require a meticulous organizational scheme and active use of whitespace and bullet points to 

make it at all engaging to a reader. A shorter, less text heavy document has a better chance of 

being used by other foresters, landowners, stakeholders, etc. This could be accomplished by 
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limiting spatial data and wordy sections. Another option is to remove some extraneous 

information from the main document and place it in an appendix at the end. This will put the 

focus on priority landscapes, while also providing information, such as methodology, to those 

that seek it out. It is important to note that a key purpose of state action plans is to identify 

priority areas. Those data layers that lead to that conclusion should be included first, and other 

extraneous data layers should be limited. Map colors should be well-thought out with regard to 

consistency, visual appeal and readability. For example, the use of red on a map should signal 

need or priority. It is important to display the most meaningful data layers, threats and strategies 

as such, not letting them become hidden by wordiness or extraneous data and information.  

 The Kansas Forest Action Plan, one of the more well-done plans, is also just one 

document, containing 137 pages. However, just the first 55 pages make up the body of the 

document, the remaining pages composed of glossaries and Appendices A through H. Although 

its cover design is outdated, inside the cover is a well-designed, well-organized document. The 

design follows a report-like, almost scientific paper type format. Although there is an overuse of 

breakout boxes, the tables and maps, for the most part, are consistent, readable and 

informative.  The Kansas Forest Action Plan is a good example of how simplicity, typography 

and a well-numbered organization scheme produces a better document. The acronym glossary 

and appendices follow a similar pattern. Something done by only a few states in their forest 

action plans can be found in the Kansas Forest Action Plan Appendix D: Threats and Benefits 

Matrices. These matrices do a great job of tying the entire document together and simplifying it 

down to just a few tables. These tables present the general issue, the national theme it addresses 

and gives the reader a quick review of necessary information regarding that issue: priority 

landscapes, specific issues to the state, strategies, applicable programs, resources required and 
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performance measures. These matrices are one way to make your document more useful and 

accessible to readers with little time for or interest in reading the entire plan. It is suggested that 

these matrices be moved to the body of the document. Other improvements could be targeted at 

more modern map design and color usage. Overall, the Kansas Forest Action Plan is an 

accessible length with meaningful spatial data and content which is summarized well using the 

matrices.  

 The State of Alaska Statewide Assessment of Forest Resources and Forest Resource 

Strategy documents make up a combined 168 pages.  The strategy and assessment documents 

differ greatly in terms of design and content, lacking consistency. With different color schemes 

and layouts, it is difficult to relate these two documents. If a state chooses to split their 

assessment and strategy plan into two documents, it is important to make them cohesive. This 

plan, unlike Nebraska’s, uses far too few data layers to come to the conclusion of their priority 

landscapes. Those maps and tables that are presented often lack a meaningful legend or 

explanation. The strategy plan presents page-long blocks of text, without break up by maps or 

photos, creating an inaccessible document. The assessment document demonstrates a much 

simpler, more accessible document with whitespace and breaks in text. With the goal being to 

communicate state forest issues and results to foresters, landowners and stakeholders, as well as 

to partners in Congress and other federal agencies, a state forest action plan should be a clean, 

organized and succinct document. As recommended previously, it is important to showcase the 

final priority landscapes through spatial data and text. The State of Alaska Statewide Assessment 

of Forest Resources and Forest Resource Strategy documents refer to these landscapes as Forest 

Legacy Areas, but displays this map far too insignificantly and fails to make obvious the data 

layers and methods used to reach this final map. Being transparent about the methodology used 
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and data gaps encountered is crucial to public understanding and is information that would be 

best presented in an appendix.  

The Maine Statewide Forest Resource Assessment and Strategy consist of a colossal 229 

pages, 180 of which comprise the body of the single document. Necessary content is thorough, 

just as the map explanations are, but this degree of thoroughness is not the goal with state forest 

action plans. A special component of the Maine Statewide Forest Resource Assessment and 

Strategy is found near the end of the document and outlines projects completed and underway as 

of 2010. This could be a useful tool in future reviews and updates, especially for partners in 

Congress, to gain a better understanding of the results and successes of the original forest action 

plan. Table design and some small text make parts of the document hard to read. The tables and 

organization could become more accessible through use of small color accents. A 

monochromatic theme is recommended to keep the reader engaged with color, while also 

keeping a sleek and simple design. With 229 pages of content it is clear that a reduction in 

extraneous information would benefit this document. Although the information presented is well-

done and well-researched, the target audience will be justly overwhelmed by the amount. Finally, 

the Maine Statewide Forest Resource Assessment and Strategy could also benefit from increased 

consistency, color use and organization. 

Links to all state forest assessment and strategies discussed can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Analysis of Original Colorado Forest Action Plan 

The Colorado Forest Action Plan, like Alaska’s, was split into two documents: the 

Colorado Statewide Forest Resource Assessment (96 pages) and the Colorado Statewide Forest 

Resource Strategy (28 pages). The design of the original Colorado documents had more of a 

magazine style than most plans that were presented as reports would be. This was, in large part, 
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due to a glossy cover and large amount of photos, tables and maps. The monochromatic textual 

design is overwhelmed by these photos, which distract the reader and take up valuable white 

space. As will be later discussed in the participant survey section, the Colorado Forest Action 

Plan presents too much spatial data and fails to explicitly provide the reader with interpretive 

direction. For example, maps are displayed on a given page with their interpretive direction and 

methodology hidden in blocks of text on the page before. This style limits usability and 

skimmability by readers, especially those audiences unfamiliar with interpreting spatial data. In 

some cases, such as with the Colorado Spatial Analysis Project map located in the assessment 

document, just one sentence is given for explanation with no direction as to what the legend 

means. Additionally, many maps contain white or gray areas, meant to signify no data areas, but 

lack such description in the legend.  

An analysis of the content, much like in the other forest action plans discussed, reveals an 

overly-wordy document, heavy with spatial analysis. There are obvious areas where simplicity 

could benefit the accessibility of the text, such as the Forest Types section. Many sections could 

be simplified or even moved to the appendices, such as the Colorado State Forest Service (CSFS) 

History and Overview of Colorado’s Forests. The decent organizational scheme could be 

improved with numbering, as seen in the Kansas documents. Just as with the plans discussed 

above, huge blocks of text limit a document’s audience significantly. Without an audience, there 

is no point in creating these documents. It is in each state’s best interest to make their plans 

simple and accessible, accounting for all audiences. After an initial review of other state forest 

action plans and the original Colorado Forest Action Plan, some improvements stand out: a 

decrease in wordiness, photos, maps and tables and an increase in whitespace, consistency and 

skimmable content. 
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Five-Year Review of the Colorado Forest Action Plan  

 The CSFS, authors of the Colorado Forest Action Plan, decided their five-year review 

would include major changes, going well-beyond the expected “review” and “check-in.” These 

improvements include changes to both content and design and the combining of the assessment 

and strategy documents. These changes were decided on after review of the above analysis and 

participant survey answers received in 2014. These participant survey process will be outlined 

later in this paper. In addition to these major changes, the required National Priorities section 

was also included in the document. 

 Before deciding overall content and design themes, it was important to first discern the 

true purpose of such a document and how the CSFS wanted it to be used. These plans are meant 

to be science-based reports designed to assist state forestry agencies and their partners in 

identifying and prioritizing forested lands with the greatest need and opportunity for 

management and to develop long-term strategies to address those areas. Landowners, managers, 

state agencies, policy makers and stakeholders are encouraged to use their state’s forest action 

plan as a guide to understand and overcome issues facing our nation’s forests. At the state level, 

these forest action plans should be used to target program delivery and management. At a 

national level, the goal is to communicate state forest issues and results to partners in Congress 

and other federal agencies. It was important to the CSFS for their plan to align with these 

purposes. In order to best serve the needs of Colorado forest landowners, stakeholders, forestry 

agencies and politicians, the CSFS wanted a report-like, simple document, accessible to all 

audiences.  
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Colorado Forest Action Plan Five-Year Improvements & Process 

 In order to demonstrate fully the improvements made and review process accomplished 

by the CSFS, the remainder of this paper will provide ideas behind and examples of the updates 

made to the Colorado Forest Action Plan. These examples will illustrate a simple, report-like 

design that is both skimmable and informative, without being overwhelming to audiences. Each 

significant piece of the updating process will be discussed.  

Research & Analysis  

 Colorado began its revision process in mid-2014. Eight meetings were held statewide in 

Grand Junction, Glenwood Springs, Colorado Springs, La Junta … with the goal of becoming 

better informed of constituent needs. Four questions were asked of the participants: (1) Maps, (2) 

Threats, (3) Strategies, (4) Other. Over 50 pages of qualitative data from constituents was 

compiled, analyzed and applied to the five-year review update. The analysis of those 50 pages 

resulted in 11 pages of bulleted key suggestions, comments and concerns that can be found in 

Appendix C of this paper. To summarize, the map designs were largely met with confusion while 

the threats and strategies seem to require only minor changes. Many of the suggestions made 

could be applied statewide. These suggestions were indeed applied to the redesign of the 

Colorado Forest Action Plan, which will become clear through further discussion.  

Content & Design Development  

 In terms of design, a focus was placed on a report-like style that included an increase in 

whitespace, with the end goal of creating a welcoming, skimmable document that audiences 

would use. The horizontal design was decided on in an effort to stand out among other state 
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action plans. This format also allowed maps to be larger and more consistent. The use of 

whitespace will encourage readers and direct them to the most important content. It will also be 

more sustainable and less costly for audiences to print at home. Below is a basic design guide 

that was followed throughout the document design process.   

 

In terms of text, the goal was simplicity and accessibility, especially for those audience 

members outside the forestry industry. The CSFS wants to encourage simpler and more effective 
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communication with Colorado forest landowners, stakeholders and policy makers. This can only 

be accomplished if the CSFS creates content that is skimmable and uses language that those 

outside the forestry industry will understand. Limiting jargon and wordiness and incorporating 

bullet points, breakout boxes and whitespace will encourage this communicative goal. A specific 

example of how the CSFS is attempting to combat this lack of communication is through the 

development of the Assessment Summary Matrices (ASMs). As previously discussed, the 

Kansas Forest Action Plan includes a similar table, detailing a specific forest related issue, its 

relevance to one of the three national themes and other specifics, such as associated threats, 

strategies and resource needs. The CSFS saw these matrices as an opportunity to provide a 

summarized version of the larger assessment and strategy document, giving readers a quick, 

skimmable option. These ASMs are thought to be an effective communicative tool that will be 

contained within the document and help to tie all pieces of the document together.  
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The use of photos in a report is necessary, but the extent to which the original Colorado 

Forest Action Plan incorporated them on every page does not align with modern design 

techniques. Whitespace improves readability, looks professional and is more efficient to print. 

To increase available space, the Colorado Forest Action Plan will significantly limit photos in 

the update design, reserving them largely to display the different forest types across the state. In 

the strategy section, the photos will be limited to displaying management techniques. A specific 

example of where improvements were made can be seen when viewing the sidebar photos 

present in the original assessment document, covering over 30 percent of every page. The 

strategy document, although it did not have sidebar photos, did contain a fair amount of photos 

that were poorly aligned and outlined by an outdated green border.  While the original document 

looks heavy, the update looks clean and professional. Photos will be used only when they add 

something to the education if the reader or comprehensibility of specific datum or ideas, such as 

the display of a specific forest type (as seen below).  
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 As required by the S&PF Redesign Board, the Colorado Forest Action Plan was and will 

continue to be heavy with spatial data. Improvements were made to reflect the overall theme of 

simplicity. As mentioned before, the original document presents too much spatial data and fails 

to explicitly provide the reader with interpretive direction. Maps are displayed on a given page 

with their interpretive direction and methodology hidden in blocks of text on the page before. 

This style limits reader comprehension, especially in those audiences unfamiliar with interpreting 

spatial data. To remedy this problem, one of which was mentioned again and again during the 

participant survey process, the CSFS made it a point to provide direction on interpreting the 

maps, how they were created and how they should be used. Maps were also designed to be 

displayed in-full on a right-hand page, with its explanation on the left-hand side of the page, 

limiting confusion. Other remedies included an increase in consistency, decrease in maps used, 

incorporation of updated data to include much of the Eastern Plains and a more transparent 

methodology section. Another idea applied to the updated Colorado Forest Action Plan was the 

compilation of all data gaps from the geospatial analysis in an appendix that was labeled 

“Research Potential.” This wording is meant to encourage and provide research opportunities in 

hopes of closing those data gaps.  
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Future Update Possibilities  

States will differ in their updated assessment and strategy plans, just as they did in the 

originals. However, with audience need for up-to-date information and the availability of 

technology, it is suggested that all states consider molding their forest action plans to fit in the 

online, interactive world. Beyond the suggestions presented in the body of this paper, this idea is 

something that will take much longer to create. Still, these assessment and strategy documents 

are created for a purpose: to provide landowners, stakeholders, forestry agencies and politicians 

the information necessary to collectively improve the condition and health of the naitons’ forests. 

This requires constantly update information, accessible on multiple platforms to cater to 

audience need. These forest action plans are often referred to as “living documents.” But, 

reviews and updates made once a decade can only be considered up-to-date just a few years out 

of each decade. A truly “living document” must be exactly that--living, dynamic, and adaptable 

to changing conditions, just as forests are. 

 

Conclusion 

This paper gives a brief overview of the forest action plan history and creation process. 

By comparing and analyzing several of the original state action plans, with specific focus on the 

Colorado Forest Action Plan, it can be used as a tool for future forest action plan updates and 

changes. This paper provides suggestions for improvement based on the CSFS’s updating 

experience and qualitative research from its constituents. It is important to note that this paper 

should not be the sole document used to review S&PF Redesign Board requirements, nor is it a 

comprehensive analysis of all state forest action plans.  
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Appendix B: State Forest Action Plans Discussed 

Colorado Statewide Forest Resource Assessment  

http://static.colostate.edu/client-files/csfs/pdfs/SFRA09_csfs-forestassess-web-bkmrks.pdf  

 

Colorado Statewide Forest Resource Strategy  

http://static.colostate.edu/client-files/csfs/pdfs/assessmentstrategysmall.pdf  

 

 

Nebraska Statewide Forest Resource Assessment and Strategy 

http://nfs.unl.edu/assessmentstrategy/Nebraska%20SFRAS%20Aug%2016%202011.pdf 

 

Kansas Forest Action Plan  

https://www.kansasforests.org/kansas_forest_services/kfs_docs/Kansas_FRAS.pdf  

 

State of Alaska Statewide Forest Resource Strategy  

http://forestry.alaska.gov/Assets/uploads/DNRPublic/forestry/pdfs/home/StatewideForestResour

ceStrategy.pdf  

 

State of Alaska Statewide Assessment of Forest Resources  

http://forestry.alaska.gov/Assets/uploads/DNRPublic/forestry/pdfs/home/2010AlaskaStatewideA

ssessment.pdf  

 

Maine Statewide Forest Resource Assessment and Strategy 

http://www.maine.gov/dacf/mfs/publications/reports/maine_assessment_and_strategy_final.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

http://static.colostate.edu/client-files/csfs/pdfs/SFRA09_csfs-forestassess-web-bkmrks.pdf
http://static.colostate.edu/client-files/csfs/pdfs/assessmentstrategysmall.pdf
http://nfs.unl.edu/assessmentstrategy/Nebraska%20SFRAS%20Aug%2016%202011.pdf
https://www.kansasforests.org/kansas_forest_services/kfs_docs/Kansas_FRAS.pdf
http://forestry.alaska.gov/Assets/uploads/DNRPublic/forestry/pdfs/home/StatewideForestResourceStrategy.pdf
http://forestry.alaska.gov/Assets/uploads/DNRPublic/forestry/pdfs/home/StatewideForestResourceStrategy.pdf
http://forestry.alaska.gov/Assets/uploads/DNRPublic/forestry/pdfs/home/2010AlaskaStatewideAssessment.pdf
http://forestry.alaska.gov/Assets/uploads/DNRPublic/forestry/pdfs/home/2010AlaskaStatewideAssessment.pdf
http://www.maine.gov/dacf/mfs/publications/reports/maine_assessment_and_strategy_final.pdf
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Appendix C: Participant Survey Analysis 

Q u e s t i o n  O n e  A n a l y s i s :  M a p s  
Map Design (99 comments) 

 Make legends, titles, weights, layers more clear 

o Lighter colors 

o Colors should be chosen carefully 

 Red should be used to signal a need, priority, etc.  

 Avoid all green 

o Description of each map explaining values, information, spatial representation and 

strategies or threats it addresses (tie to report) 

 Depict roads, rivers, reference points, land markers, topography 

o Go beyond county lines  

 Define in map notes: 

o Wildlife habitat 

o Hydrologic Unit Code System (explain further) 

o Conserve, Protect, Enhance 

o Purpose (grants?)/Audience 

o Methodology 

o Low need/ opportunity/ threat 

 Add date to cover 

 Add citations/How data was collected 

 Tie maps to report 

 Simplify  

o Smaller-scale and fewer layers 

o Make maps larger 

o One element per map 

o Side by Side comparison 

 Provide public access of both raw data and maps 

o Provide a zooming/interactive function on all digital maps 

o Provide opportunity for feedback 

o Helpful when writing local level grants and management strategies 

 Add theme maps to strategy 

 Specific Map Suggestions 

o Invasive Species:  Identify species counted, explain data 

o Move WUI from Enhance to Protect (consistent with report) 

o Conserve: define gray area in key and make lighter color 

Map Content (82 comments)  
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 Better represent: 

o Privately held lands 

o Specific Vegetation/Forests 

 Riparian forests 

 Savannah Prairie 

 Tamarisk forests 

 Eastern Plain Forests  

o Issues with COWRAP 

o Imperiled and Economic Species 

o Tumbleweed Risk 

o WUI  

o Watersheds (shallow water wells) 

 Specific Map Suggestions: 

o Narrative: depict shelterbelts, windbreaks, living snow fences along HWY 14, I-70 

o Move beyond “Top 5” economic species (add game birds) 

o Protect: Should cover community economic impact/property values 

o Missing data for Las Animas (recreation) 

o Protect: hazardous on both sides of divide risk component and possibility of fire based 

on past experience, map does not reflect ground conditions 

o “Parts of the wildfire threat layer does not make sense to incorporate – do not use 

historic fire recurrence, use intensity and flame length instead” 

o Enhancement: clarify weight of vegetation layer 

 Additional Maps Requested: 

o Energy Development re: forest impacts 

o Maps that show growth 

o Maps that show change over time  

o Tourism/Culture/Recreation 

 OHV use 

 Closed lands 

o Livestock/Grazing 

o Forest Products Capacity 

o Logger/Contractor Availability 

o Watersheds 

 At risk 

 For drinking 

o Fire  

 Response time/Capacity 

 History 

 Fire Intensity (relate to fuel type and susceptibility) 

 Interval 

 Effects on species frequency (e.g. Abert squirrel) 
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 Post-fire sedimentation risk 

 Post-fire erosion 

 Lost homes compared to wildfire risk 

o Invasive Species 

o Potential Infestation from logging, recreation, hunting, etc 

o Health, age and FIA data 

o I&D Maps 

 related to fire 

 threat projections 

o Fuel Model/Spruce 

 Update:  

o Data (some inaccurate information) 

 Specifically, Biomass in west Moffat County 

 Flooding data 

o Identify factors that can change rapidly (forest plan and management direction) 

o Density definition 

o WUI data/info 

o Imperiled Species (sage grouse) 

 Other 

o Private will not want public info on where they get their wood 

o Use maps to put CWPP work in context with what is happening in state 

o Reference Division of Wildlife 

 

 

Q u e s t i o n  T w o  A n a l y s i s :  T h r e a t s  
Original Threats (47 comments)  

1. Fragmentation of forest landscapes 

a. Word differently – update wording 

b. Include population growth aspect 

c. Emphasize 

d. Make distinction between development related and fire related 

e. Address: loss of forest landscapes, ecosystem connectivity lost, individual ownerships 

creating management problem, inconsistent management 

2. Decline in businesses that harvest and manufacture forest products 

a. Reword: Articulate as a tool to affect desired future conditions instead of just a product 

of industry 

b. Relate to forest health 

c. Emphasize/highlight industry threat/capacity 
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3. Insect and disease activity in forests at levels unprecedented in Colorado’s recorded history 

a. Combine threats 3 and 6 

b. Separate U&CF from other I&D activity 

c. Seen by some as one of top three threats 

4. Wildfire in the wildland-urban interface 

a. Combine threats 4 and 5 

b. Consider WUI growth 

c. Consider departure from HRV 

5. Wildfire outside the wildland-urban interface 

a. Some suggestions to remove this threat, or combine with threat 4 

b. Consider departure from HRV 

6. Community forests at risk to insects and diseases 

a. Clarify “community” 

b. Combine with threat 3 or add that these forests are at risk of other issues beyond I&D 

(budgets, infrastructure, private property rights) 

c. If not combining, include invasive species  

7. Impacts of climatic conditions on forest resiliency and adaptability 

a. No Comments 

8. Watersheds at risk from forest conditions 

a. Emphasize water quality and municipal water system quality 

b. Clarify pre vs. post fire issues 

c. Conduct cost/benefit analysis 

9. Decline of riparian ecosystems 

a. Emphasize water-based concerns 

b. Target threats to regions 

10. Air quality issues  

a. More clearly define  

b. Clarify clean air vs. impediment to burning 

c. Emphasize nitrates/acid rain 

Other: 

 All still relevant (5) 

 Still valid, but hard to know what all was included 

 Set in prioritized order- start with top 3- fire in WUI, climate conditions, watersheds 

 Very comprehensive 

Additional Suggestions (131 comments)  

 Categorization/Format Suggestions 

o Top Three 

o Categorize by Social, Economic, Environmental * 

o Clarify executive summary 
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 Additional Threats 

o Education/Lack of Public Understanding & Connection* 

 Regulation 

 Species specific education 

 What to plant 

o Climate Change* 

 Wildfire, watersheds, I&D symptomatic of this 

o Declining wildlife habitat and biodiversity  

o Availability of land 

o Invasive Species 

o Declining Budgets/Funding* 

 USFS 

 Increasing fire management costs 

 Lack of enforcement capacity 

o Overuse/ Limited Resources 

 Public land grazing 

 Competing uses* 

o Human Element 

 Carelessness/ Lack of Responsibility/Public Resistance 

 Fire, EAB, social trails, ignoring BMP, pollution 

 Population pressures 

 Shifting priorities 

o Genetic Adaptability for nursery stock 

o Overuse of inappropriate treatments 

 Whole-tree chipping vs. whole-tree harvesting 

 Fire suppression  

o Unmanaged Recreation/Tourism * 

 Deteriorating infrastructure  

 Transportation Issues/Off Highway Vehicle Usage leading to degradation 

o Political Barriers 

 Need efficient/effective management 

 Loss of political leadership/capacity 

 Loss of leadership credibility  

 Mistrust of government  

 Lack of public understanding affects political landscape 

o Departure from HRV 

o Threats to vegetation, erosion, gullies, channels 

o Disincentive for private landowners to manage forests 

 Agricultural tax valuation 

 Absentee landowners 

o Weed Infestation 
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o Water 

 Droughts 

 Water quality and quantity 

 Vulnerability of municipal water supplies 

o Rigidity of HOA covenants  

o Difficulty establishing public-private partnerships 

o Soil Health and Erosion 

o Forest change 

 Increased noise 

 Flooding  

 Other 

o Include essential elements for each threat 

o Simplify health/forest management tools 

o Move beyond simply counting acres  

o Have non-experts review document 

o Define Audience 

 Focus on informing policy makers 

o Begin with a ‘Why Healthy Forests are Important’ section 

o Better tailor strategies with opportunities  

o Clarify good fire v. bad fire 

o Role of insurance companies  

 

Q u e s t i o n  T h r e e  A n a l y s i s :  S t r a t e g i e s  
Original Strategies (53 comments)   

1. Manage forests according to appropriate science-based information to enhance multiple 

resource values 

a. Encourage more post-treatment monitoring  

b. Integrate CRRI/ Implied science 

c. Acknowledge multiple resource values when appropriate 

d. Include economic science 

2. Promote active forest management to achieve desired shore and long term conditions that 

provide for and enhance species, age class and structural diversity to improve resiliency and 

adaptability as climate conditions change 

a. Species diversity may not be appropriate for enhance  

b. Promote active FM may be a value statement, keep it general 

c. Prioritize active FM (utilizing beetle kill, controlled burns)   

d. Make climate change adaptability its own strategy 

3. Develop a strategic marketing and communications plan to promote the benefits of managing 

forest resources  
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a. Needs better development and implementation 

b. EMPHASIZE EDUCATION HERE 

i. Especially at county and community level 

4. Create, promote and sustain a viable forest products industry by ensuring a predictable, 

dependable timber supply 

a. Move beyond supply to emphasize other industry needs 

b. Emphasize private, federal and tribal contributions to supply  

c. Emphasize utilization and value added and marketing of the product  

5. Use collaborative processes to coordinate planning and implementation of forest management 

across ownerships to protect communities, natural resources and important infrastructure 

a. Collaboration very important 

b. Define the collaborative process 

c. Simplify planning and implementations of FM across ownerships 

6. Utilize the Colorado Statewide Forest Resource Assessment to support planning and 

implementation of forest management 

a. May be a subset of #1 

7. Focus on the ground efforts to leverage resources 

a. Include partnerships and collaborations  

i. State agencies 

b. Clarify the leverage issue 

c. Make strategy more obvious 

8. Work with neighboring states to conserve working forest lands 

a. Elaborate 

b. Be aware of concerns of introducing pests  

c. Could be a subset of #5 

9. Restore ecosystem function at an appropriate scale to achieve desired future conditions  

a. Define Forest Restoration 

b. Define ‘desired future conditions’ 

c. Strategy too vague – elaborate  

i. Not all ecosystems need restoring, include maintenance of such ecosystems  

d. Too narrow to focus on just ecosystem function, include multiple values like economy  

e. Could combine with #1 

10. Reduce process impediments that hinder the implantation of forest management and drive up 

costs 

a. More of a perception issue- may not be needed 

b. Encourage local government involvement  

c. Identify and remove IMPED 

Additional Suggestions (142 comments)  

 Issues to Include  

o Stronger Education *** 
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 At local levels 

 Especially for younger generations 

o Fire 

 D-space 

 Fire regime condition classes 

 Bring p-fire back into conversation  

o I&D 

o Recreation 

o Invasive Species 

o Grazing 

 Especially on Eastern Plains 

o Collaboration/Partnerships** 

 Improve data-sharing between agencies and partners to inform decision 

makers/public  

 Stakeholder Partnerships 

 Engage private landowners/ counties 

 More interaction between districts  

 More interagency cooperation  

 In-reach at CSU 

o Outreach* 

 Improve social media 

 Improve public and political awareness 

 Provide more digital information 

 Provide consistent information  

 Ex. Are prescribed burns good or bad for timber? What is the value of 

timber? 

 Information hotline 

o Biomass/Bioenergy projects 

o Seedling/Reforestation efforts  

 Strategic nursery planning 

o Fragmentation- habitat conservation and conservation easements 

o Emphasize Political aspect 

 Realities and limitations 

 Include in #10 

o Monetary Concerns 

 Funding issues  

 Greater awareness for grants needed 

 Use market based mechanisms  

 Rely on economic sustainability 

 General Suggestions 

o Use monitoring and science instead of money and acres treated 

o Increase use of citizen science ** 
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o Hold private landowners more accountable 

o Provide an implementation schedule for each strategy and specify who is doing what 

o Clarify intended use of document and audience 

o Timber supply/industry’s take vs toll for it and forest health 

o Need new marketing agent 

o Do a better job letting public know agency accomplishments 

 Accomplishments Document! 

 How will success be determined?  

o MUST update threats and strategies –same for so many years and little has been done 

o Revisit TFP Certification 

o Look toward a national cohesive strategy  

o Define Forest- be specific  

 Format Suggestions 

o Make obvious what the strategies are trying to address 

 Tie to threats  

o Shorten and pair down strategies – simplify  

o Reconsider order/ Prioritize OR don’t prioritize because consensus unlikely 

 Compromise could be to organize by broader subjects or to prioritize by 

location/region and individual 

o Focus on consistency  

o Provide link to other state agency websites- mutually beneficial 

 

Q u e s t i o n  F o u r  A n a l y s i s :  O t h e r  
(97 comments)  

 Overall Suggestions 

o Tie CO FAP to National Cohesive Strategy 

o Make data easier to validate/retrieve 

 Better process for dissemination of information to public* 

 Especially regarding I&D 

 Demonstrate value of important areas 

o Eliminate redundancy/Simplify  

o Increase advertising/outreach/marketing  

 Digital approach 

o Collaborate with: 

 CDPHE 

 Grass-roots organizations 

 USFS 

 DFPC 

o Explain CFSF involvement with FAP 
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o Broaden view beyond big 5 game species  

o Create a nursery website (digital catalog, visuals, annually updated) 

 Update CSFS nursery buyers guide  

 Emphasize/Include 

o Industry 

o Education* 

 Make public aware of interconnectedness of nature  

 Of elected officials  

o Outreach 

 Arbor Day involvement  

 Political outreach  

 Options for FM on state/county/private level  

 More involvement with Emergency Manager Meetings  

o Disposal 

o I&D 

 Citizen involvement, training, education   

o Fire  

 Fire use as management  

 Educate about moving fire wood  

 Wildfire costs v. mitigation  

  

o Research 

 R2, VCF, storm water  

o Monitoring feedback loop 

 Must show accomplishments for public awareness and grants  

o Funding * 

 Need a strategy  

o Collaboration  

o Climate Change 

 Carbon sequestration, reduce GHG, renewable energy 

o Connect landowners to resources for better management 

o More attention to Eastern Plains and Western Slope  

o Political Limitations 

 Strategy #10 

 Address multiple, competing industry groups  

 Engage legislation 

o Feasibility of Strategies/ Tactics  

o Means of measuring success of Tactics/ Strategies  

o Transparency/Openness of the CSFS 

 Make information more available to public  

 Need summary of what CSFS provides (separate by region or district) 

 Design Suggestions  
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o Rely less on FIS and maps, only cause confusion*  

o Better use of disclaimer on CSFS products/information 

o Hard and Electronic Copies 

 Link to e-maps  

 Interactive option for youth education  

o Provide contact information for all offices  

o Document too fancy/glossy  

 Positives 

o Good length 

o Keep Tree Buyer’s Guide  

o Wildlife section in assessment good  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


